Kira Diligence for the
General Counsel at
Active Corporate Acquirers:
Accelerate Contract Review, Reduce Risk,
Close and Evaluate Deals Faster
General Counsel should be close partners with corporate development, but legal
departments often lack the people resources to perform due diligence in-house.
Time and cost pressures often result in either scoping down the contract review
process or skipping it altogether. Almost any contract could have a problematic
restrictive covenant or indemnification language, yet, companies under cost
pressure are willing to take that risk simply because they believe they cannot afford
a more thorough review. Alternatively, companies send their contract review to
non-law firm providers where the work may only be marginally more efficient.

Analyze provisions across a set of contracts.

What if there was a way to work within budget and still review all the necessary
documents at a fraction of the traditional timeframe? Would you then enable your
legal team to review contracts more thoroughly in the same amount of time it would
take to review a subset? Would you review contracts with much greater accuracy
than the non-law firm providers? How much risk would be mitigated? How much
better value can you provide to your clients?
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View auto-highlighted selected provisions in the source documents.
Highlight sections of the document to teach the platform a meaning
of a new custom provision.
Since 2014, firms have trusted Kira Diligence Engine on over $70 billion of transactions.
Kira helps clients close deals faster while mitigating risk of errors and unexpected
liabilities. Kira’s customers include some of the world’s largest corporations and
professional services firms. They report that they complete their contract review and an
alysis in significantly less time and with fewer misses than with manual review. Diligence
Engine employs automated, machine-learning technologies that allow you to scale your
team’s expertise across a wider set of contracts. Use the built-in provisions created by
Kira’s expert lawyers or teach the platform customized provisions/concepts
to begin identifying automatically.

Auto-export provisions into a Microsoft® Word® or Excel® file for
creation of automatic diligence memorandum/contract abstracts.

With Kira, expedite legal document reviews from start to finish:

For an opportunity to discuss the challenges that you face with your current state of
contract review and to learn how Kira can help address these issues, please contact your
Intralinks® sales representative or sales@intralinks.com.
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